PRIMARY SOURCES FOR FLYING HOSPITAL INTERPRETERS—MEDICAL, NURSING, CAMP SANITATION, & FLYING HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION


“The sick in Regiments are by no means Provided for, as they ought to be; and the Trifle of small Comforts provided for the Men, it is said, are commonly used by the Surgeons, to the great injury of the Sick: Each Regt ought to be furnished with a Hutt in Winter, and a large Hospital Tent in Summer, and no more of the Sick sent to Hospitals than cannot be avoided, as their Distance from the Regiments, affords great opportunity for unnecessary absence from Camp, & finally Desertion.”


“Every monday morning the surgeons of Regiments are to make returns to the surgeon General or in his absence to one of the senior-surgeons present in Camp of all the sick in Camp or otherwise under the immediate Care of the Regimental Surgeons, specifying the men’s names, companies Regiments and Diseases.”

“And Asist in Clothing their Troops as other ⟨States⟩ have done which prevents Desertions & Save many Usefu⟨l⟩ Lives.”


“The General in riding thro’ the Incampment, observing that many huts were covered with tents whilst Chimneys were building to others, again repeats his Orders to have the Tents delivered up the moment the Huts are, or can be completed: for the doing of which will allow only this week. And he expects from the General Officers commanding the Wings and the second Line that they will put this into a train of execution & see that the order is complied with. […]

The Regimental Surgeons are immediately to make returns to Doctr Cochran the surgeon General of all the men in their Regts who have not had the small pox: They will also call on Doctr Cochran for what sulphur they need for the use of their Regimts.”

“Being also informed that many men are render’d unfit for duty by the Itch, He orders & directs the Regimental Surgeons to look attentively into this matter & as soon as the men (who are infected with this disorder) are properly disposed in huts, to have them appointed for it.”

“The Regimental Surgeons are every Wednesday and Saturday Are to make Returns to the Brigadier of all the Sick in their Respective Regts. They will apply to the Brigade Major for a Form. They or their Mates are duly to attend the Huts of their Men and see that the sick are provided for as well as possible, If any thing is wanting the Officer, Commanding the Regts are to be acquainted therewith as Quick as possible who is to spare no pains for the help of the sick untill they can be sent to the Hospl. The hours of which this duty will be attended too are at roll Call in the morning – Noon – 3 oClock in the evening and at Tattoo any Surgeon or mate failing in this duty to be reported by the Commanding Officer of the Regt to which he belongs to the Brigadier. The Surgeons are Also to keep a Book in which they will enter a Copy of Every Return they give in […]”


“It being impossible for the Surgs. of the Flying Hospitals to make effectual provision for the Sick out of Camp Unless they are sent to the places by them appointed and furnished for the purpose All Officers and Regimental Surgeons, when any of their Core (sic) are proper subjects for the Hospital are therefore Immediately to apply to the chief Surgeon of the Flying Hospitals present in Camp and take his direction where to Send the Sick, A Contrary practice have been attended with great Incoveniency and probably Occasions the Death of many men, many has been sent to the Hospl. already Crowded with Patients or to places where no provisions have been made for the Sick and in order that the sick which shall from time to time remain in Camp as well as others before they are sent to the Hospls. may be properly taken care of, The Director Genl. of Hospls. is as soon as possible to furnish the R Mental Surgeons with Medicine Chests supplyed with such Medicine as necessary for the Sick in Camp.”


“The Commanding Officers of each Regt. in Generals Weedons and Muhlenbergs Brigades are to appoint an orderly Officer to visit the sick of the Regt. dailey and to report how they find them also to examine the Condition of the Well, to give directions respecting their Cooking and cleaning their hutts, these reports to be made in writing to the Commanding Officer of the Regt. to be kept by him ready to be produced whenever called upon”


“The Commissary General is, if possible to keep the Camp well supplied with rice for the use of the sick; if rice cannot be had, Indian meal is to be provided in it’s place; and as this is an article that can at all times and under all circumstances be had no excuse will be admitted for the neglect. [...] The regimental Surgeons are desired to be more punctual in making returns of their sick to the Chief Surgeon of the flying Hospital present on every Monday.”

---

“The Qr. Masters of the different Regts. of Genl. Weedon’s Brigade to see that the Vaults of their Respective Regts. to which they belong are filled up and new ones dug the Brigade Qr. master to See that this order is put in Execution— The Officers Commanding Regiments in the Brigade are requested to give most positive orders that the men belonging to their different Corps do not ease themselves about the Camp but go to the Vaults otherwise the Camp will be unsufferable from the Stench when the warm weather comes on and very prejudicial to the health of the Soldiery—“

“Colonel Stewart has been much surprised to find so little attention paid to the orders Issued by Genl. Weedon, respecting the Sick of the Brigade. The Colonel now positively orders the Captain whose duty it is to visit the Sick of the Brigade to deliver in his report by 9 o’clock the following morning to which he was appointed to the above duty, otherwise they may depend upon being called to a Severe Account as it is a duty the utmost importance in the Army.”


“A party of 1 Sub. Q. Serjt. 2 Corporals & 20 Privates to be paraded this Morng. At 11 oClock, the men to be under the Direction of Mr Trent, Brigade Q Master who is to see all the filth & nastiness in front of the Brigade is cleared away and covered, and the old Vaults be filled up & new ones dug. The sub to see the men do their Duty.— This party to be paraded every Morng., for the Time of Troop beating, Untill Mr. Trent informs the Business for which they were taken out is finished”


Pvt. Asa Redington of Scammell’s Light Infantry described being sick with smallpox in an army hospital in 1781: “We had a narrow bed sack filled with straw and thrown on the floor for each of us and a small blanket ---- these, with the addition of an old one which we always carried with us in a knapsack, constituted our bedding.” 

— Asa Redington, “Short Sketch of the Life of Asa Redington” (January 1838), Stanford University Libraries, Department of Special Collections, Misc. 383.
**Hospital Appearance:**
- They had linen ticking mattresses filled with straw lined up on the ground or an elevated platform, with space between the mattresses for the surgeons or nurses to attend the sick lying on them.
- Patients most likely only wore linen shirts (long, down to thigh) and possibly wool caps. Some would also have wool blankets, though many lacked even that.

**Material Culture Items Inside the Hospitals:**
- Amputation and surgical sets
- Baskets full of packaging straw and wine/spirits bottles inside
- Baskets full of soiled linens
- Bleeding bowls
- Books
- Brass mortar and pestle, marble mortar and pestle
- Ceramic bowls filled with hot water for washing
- Earthenware gallipots
- Glass jars with apothecary supplies
- Linen ticking mattresses packed with straw
- Miscellaneous medical tools
- Some blankets, though poor supply system meant that many soldiers went without
- Stacks of linen bandages
- Trunks, wooden cases, and leather portmanteau
- Weights with scales
- Wine and spirits bottles
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